This year’s BCLA conference offered a timely reminder of the ongoing investigation by TFOS into factors influencing comfort and contact lens wear.
Last year, the Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society (TFOS) published the findings from a workshop comprising internationally recognised experts assembled to look at the published research relating to ocular comfort and contact lens wear. In a special session at this year’s BCLA, key members of the various sections of the TFOS workshop presented their findings and recommendations. The session was led by Professor Eric Papas who, after a brief explanation of the TFOS aim, introduced representatives of each of the various sub-committees of the workshop, allowing them to briefly explain their findings concerning contact lens discomfort (CLD).

CLD definition and classification

Professor Brien Holden explained how a lack of clarity and consistency in the terminology relating to CLD had somewhat muddled the various findings of research aimed at helping improve the situation. This makes comparison of data and inter-study interpretation difficult. As such, the sub-committee had decided upon the following definition of CLD: ‘Contact lens discomfort is a condition characterised by episodic or persistent adverse ocular sensations related to lens wear, either with or without visual disturbance, resulting from reduced compatibility between the contact lens and the ocular environment, which can lead to decreased wearing time and discontinuation of contact lens wear.’

Epidemiology of CLD

Dr Kathy Dumbleton explained how studies have reported that between 12 and 51 per cent of lens wearers ‘drop out’ and it appears that CLD might be the primary reason for discontinuation. Being precise about epidemiology is problematic as there is little consistency in methodology and interpretation.

Contact lens materials, design and care
Professor Lyndon Jones explained how the most significant impact on comfort is likely to involve length of wearing, replacement frequency, coefficient of friction and oxygen transmissibility. However: ‘Problems with study design, lack of rigour, lack of coherent definitions and an inability to hold the design constant when testing an attribute make interpretation and any definitive conclusions very difficult indeed.’

Possible associations might include higher water content, higher modulus, poorer wettability, looser fit, increased thickness, and increased levels of deposition. Factors which, as yet, are still unknown and unproven as to their impact include wear modality, length of wear time, ionicity, nature of tear exchange and care systems.

**Neurobiology of discomfort and pain**

Professor Mark Willcox explained how the interaction of a contact lens involves some of the most richly innervated surfaces in the body and so a degree of sensation beyond that related to most other interactions is not a surprise. Having said this, the complexity of the interactions are not fully understood and there is a need for more research. ‘An important first step would be to design experiments to determine which tissue (such as corneal or lid margin) is the primary sensory location of CLD.’

**Interactions with the ocular surface and adnexa**

Professor Nathan Efron suggested that there was some evidence to suggest a link between conjunctival and lid changes with CLD, and that the strongest evidence was related to meibomian gland and lid wiper epitheliopathy changes. However, there was no convincing evidence of a link between CLD and any other tissue changes found with contact lens wear. Future research would need to look at this and preferably include longitudinal designs showing impact over time.

**Interactions with the tear film**

Associate Professor Jennifer Craig explained how there were ‘significant gaps in our understanding of the extent to which tear film changes in contact lens wear are responsible for CLD’. It seems CLD is related to decreased tear stability, increased evaporation, reduced tear turnover, and tear ferning. ‘Given the relevance of pre-lens tear film stability in CLD, future research should focus on the development of novel materials or surface treatments to resist tear evaporation during wear, and on the development of wetting agents in care products to promote long-term contact lens wettability.’

**Trial outcomes and design**

Dr Robin Chalmers underlined how research studies to this date have been less than ideal, with small numbers of participants and (surprisingly) rarely focusing on the specific nature and
aetiology of the discomfort. Rather, they have been more likely to look at individual care system or lens performance. There are many examples of study bias in this area and future studies would need to avoid these.

**Management and therapy**

Professor James Wolfssohn emphasised the challenges in managing and treating CLD. Careful history is obviously essential and it is important to remember that the blanket term ‘symptom’ may mask an underlying or associated co-morbidity. He concluded with the declaration that ‘given the current state of knowledge of CLD, some patients will have residual levels of CLD that are sufficiently bothersome that it causes them to discontinue contact lens wear’.

**The future**

It might seem that such an assembly of stellar names in the field of contact lens research has concluded little of concrete value here, but these reports represent a significant step in moving ahead and, through a more formal and standardised approach to research, may begin to make inroads into the considerable challenge of discomfort.
Dr Philip Morgan reports on a new survey of practitioner recommendations on contact lens wearing times and reviews current information on the steps which can be taken for ongoing successful and safe lens wear.

**Silicone hydrogel performance across recommended replacement intervals**
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Sheila Hickson-Curran highlights the results of a recent multi-centre clinical study that evaluated subjective and objective differences between two reusable silicone hydrogel lenses with different replacement intervals.
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**BCLA CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS**

**IMPORTANCE OF STRENGTH IN CLINICAL CARE**

Conference highlights importance of clinical excellence, charging for professional time and understanding the patient to reduce contact lens dropout

[See full article](#)
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**WINDOWS CARTOON**

Try to open a 'Contact Lens Conversation' at every opportunity.
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C37982: Point of care diagnostics

Dr Rohit Narayan considers the latest techniques used to assess tears in practice and enable specific management. Module C37982, one interactive point for optometrists, CLOs and IP optometrists

C38122: Macular conditions – part 5

Louise Stainer and Salman Mirza discuss the aetiology, signs, symptoms and referral of a range of inherited or acquired macular diseases that may present in practice. Module C38122, one distance learning point for optometrists only

C37970: Correction of Early Onset Myopia

Ben Brewer looks at the published evidence that allows us to reassure those patients worried that correction of myopia makes the condition worse. CET module C37970, one distance learning point for dispensing opticians only

TOWARDS 2020: REFRACTIVE SURGERY OF THE FUTURE

Sheraz Daya looks at developments in prospect for
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